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The bestselling inspirational book in which the author reunites with a childhood football hero, now a minister and coach,
and witnesses a revelatory demonstration of the true meaning of manhood. Joe Ehrmann, a former NFL football star and
volunteer coach for the Gilman high school football team, teaches his players the keys to successful defense: penetrate,
pursue, punish, love. Love? A former captain of the Baltimore Colts and now an ordained minister, Ehrmann is serious
about the game of football but even more serious about the purpose of life. Season of Life is his inspirational story as told
by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Jeffrey Marx, who was a ballboy for the Colts when he first met Ehrmann. Ehrmann
now devotes his life to teaching young men a whole new meaning of masculinity. He teaches the boys at Gilman the
precepts of his Building Men for Others program: Being a man means emphasizing relationships and having a cause
bigger than yourself. It means accepting responsibility and leading courageously. It means that empathy, integrity, and
living a life of service to others are more important than points on a scoreboard. Decades after he first met Ehrmann,
Jeffrey Marx renewed their friendship and watched his childhood hero putting his principles into action. While chronicling
a season with the Gilman Greyhounds, Marx witnessed the most extraordinary sports program he’d ever seen, where
players say “I love you” to each other and coaches profess their love for their players. Off the field Marx sat with
Ehrmann and absorbed life lessons that led him to reexamine his own unresolved relationship with his father. Season of
Life is a book about what it means to be a man of substance and impact. It is a moving story that will resonate with
athletes, coaches, parents—anyone struggling to make the right choices in life.
A gripping thriller from one of our best-selling writers. Tug wakes up in an unfamiliar place with people he doesn't
recognize and is uncertain about his own identity. Meanwhile, Jinny knows that something strange is happening in the
house and decides she must unravel the mystery herself inorder to save the boy. She decides on a dangerous course of
action to set Tug free, but will she be in time to save him . . . * Gillian Cross is a critically acclaimed, and commercially
successful, author who is a known name to children. * Gillian Cross has won many awards including The Whitbread
Children's Novel Award and the Carnegie Medal. * Gillian Cross has the gift of involving you totally in the dramatic
realism of the plot. * Fast-paced and dramatic, this thriller has already attracted attention with film rights under option. *
This edition is being produced with a new cover, in a durable format.
Jian Chen, the publicly recognized number one expert of the Jianghu. His skill with the sword went beyond perfection and
was undefeatable in battle, After a battle with the exceptional expert Dugu Qiubai who had gone missing over a hundred
years ago, Jian Chen succ.u.mbed to his injuries and died.After death, Jian Chen's spirit was transmigrated into a
completely foreign world. Following an extremely fast growth, his enemies piled up one after another before becoming
gravely injured once more. On the gates of death, his spirit had mutated, and from that moment henceforth, he would
tread on a completely different path of the art of the sword to become the sword G.o.d of his generation.
A young woman with a secret heritage. A man who made a deal with the devil. And an academy where the students are
just as dangerous as the demons ... Erin I've been kept from the truth all my life. Demons walk the earth, and I'm
destined to slay them-I only wish I hadn't lost someone I loved while discovering that truth. Now the demons are after me.
The only way to stay alive is to attend an academy for demon hunters-a school where I'll learn how to kill supernaturals
and slay the underworld's minions. But I still feel there are secrets I'm not being told ... Rey I sold my soul to save my
family-and lost everything because of it. Now I'm a slave to the underworld, a fake hunter with half-demon blood. I've
been sent on a special assassination mission. If I fail, it means my life. But protecting Erin soon becomes more important
than any other task, and there's something about her that tells me her arrival at the academy will change everything ... An
upper young adult paranormal romance novel set in the universe of the Rite World, this is a dark fantasy you won't want
to miss! Forge your weapons and cast spells in a school where demons are hunted and the hunters themselves become
prey. Blackthorn Hunters Academy (series complete!) Book 1: The Demon Kiss Book 2: The Hunter Secret Book 3: The
Soul Bond Book 4: The Shadow Trials Book 5: The Infernal Curse
Robert is alone in the middle of a thick jungle with no idea of how he arrived there - He last remembers being in an
aeroplane.
Read & Respond: The Demon Headmaster provides teachers with a wealth of resources to teach The Demon
Headmaster by Marcia Williams. Notes and activities reflect the way that teachers teach now and include shared texts,
guided reading notes, reading activities, speaking and listening activities, writing projects and assessment guidance. The
Demon Headmaster tells the story of strange going ons at Dinah's new school, what kind of power does the headmaster
hold over the pupils?
The complete set of much-loved stories about the hypnotic, dastardly, one and only Demon Headmaster.
The third Demon Headmaster book. Suddenly everyone's mad about Hunky Parker. People are desperate to buy disgusting Hunky
T-shirts, trainers like pigs' trotters, and pig-swill yoghurt. But Dinah hates it all. And when she and her friends try to investigate,
they walk straight into the middle of a fiendish plot - and a race against time. Can they stop the Demon Headmaster before it's too
late? * The best-selling series which inspired the top-rating television series * Author with sales of over a million books * Prizewinning author - winner of Smarties Prize, Whitbread Award and Carnegie Medal * Now reissued for the first time as a matching
set, with eyecatching fluorescent covers and a sturdy sewn binding. * Gillian Cross lives in Warwickshire.
When Lizzie's school gets a new head teacher everything seems great. The pupils are encouraged to do the things they really
love, experts are brought in to inspire them; there's even a competition to win an adventure trip of a lifetime. Lizzie and her friends
can't believe their luck!But then Lizzie hears a voice. A voice strange but familiar. A voice that says, 'I will obey all your
instructions.' And that's when things start to get dangerous. . .Fast-paced and action-packed adventure, written by the awardwinning Gillian Cross.
The fourth book in the 'Demon Headmaster' series concerns the head and his experiments to produce an evolution accelerator. He
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aims to use Dinah's DNA and produce the perfect human being, but by doing so puts Dinah into terrible danger.
Ruby and Tom love playing in the caves; that's before the Gang arrive. But they're not about to give them up without a fight. When
a simple plan goes wrong, it looks like they might need the gang after all. Find out what happens in this exciting adventure story by
Carnegie winner, Gillian Cross, and illustrated by Marilee Harrald-Pilz.
Everyone is mad about Hunky Parker merchandise and Dinah and her friends become embroiled in a plot and a race against time
when they try to investigate the phenomenon. 8 yrs+
Club Purple is the place to be! The mysterious DJ Pardoman is so cool, with his ever-changing electronic mask. So when a
competition is announced to unmask the DJ, everyone wants to win and find out who he is. When Dinah makes a shocking
discovery she decides to investigate further, but has she fallen into a trap? Little does Dinah realize that the Demon Headmaster is
about to use her in his most threatening plan yet! Great fun and just a little bit frightening, Gillian Cross's Demon Headmaster
books still hold readers under their hypnotic spell. Fast-paced and full of adventure, they're impossible to resist!
Curiosity saves the bat in this fun and quirky adventure story from beloved author Gillian Cross.
The Hunter family have moved house and can finally forget all about their encounters with the Demon Headmaster . . . or can
they? Just as they start to relax, Dinah, Lloyd, and Harvey notice that the villagers are all speaking the same robotic phrases. This
can only mean one thing . . . theDemon Headmaster is back and this time he's planning a terrifying experiment.Great fun and a
little bit frightening, Gillian Cross's Demon Headmaster books still hold readers under their hypnotic spell. Fast-paced and full of
adventure, they're impossible to resist!
When his haunt is torn down and he is separated from his ghost family, Kaz befriends human Claire, who has the ability to see
ghosts, and helps her investigate a haunting at the local library. By the Edgar Award for Best Juvenile Mystery-winning author of
The Buddy Files. Simultaneous and eBook.
There's a new craze sweeping across the country - the mysterious DJ Pardoman and his 'Purple' club. Everyone wants to be a
part of it - nobody wants to be left out. But when a competition is launched to find the real DJ Pardoman, Dinah and her friends
become suspicious. Could the DJ be their old enemy, the Demon Headmaster, in disguise? A fast-moving story with a series of
surprising twists, and all the excitement Demon Headmaster fans expect.
A demented headmaster, who controls his school by hypnotism, is foiled by an intelligent young girl when he attempts to extend
his control further.
Like every other school in the country, Davy's class are working on the Romans. Everyone is to do a piece of work based on the
visit they made to a Roman fort and the best will get a prize at the Roman Feast planned by the school. Davy's problem is that
bossy Molly from next door keeps stealing his ideas. That is until Davey draws inspiration from Julius Sneezer the Roman soldier.
A funny and insightful story from the popular prize winning author of The Demon Headmaster.
When Dinah is fostered by the Hunters she thinks her biggest problem will be fitting in with her foster-brothers, Lloyd and Harvey.
However, once she starts at her new school it's clear that there's more to worry about. All the children, apart from a handful
including Lloyd and Harvey, are too well-behaved - robotic almost - and oddly keen to please the creepy headmaster. The three
children set out to discover the nature of his influence over everyone . . . but then Dinah finds herself saying and doing things she
has no power over. Soon they uncover the headmaster's wicked plan. Controlling the school is just a practice run. He has set his
sights on dominating the entire nation! The children must foil him before he succeeds . . . but with Dinah under his spell they've got
a challenge on their hands. Great fun and just a little bit frightening, Gillian Cross's beloved classic still holds readers under its
hypnotic spell, even after thirty years of being in print. An accessible page-turner, The Demon
This New York Times bestseller from David Walliams, the UK’s #1 bestselling children’s author and “the heir to Roald Dahl” (The
Spectator), launched his books stateside in a big way! Walliams makes going to the dentist a wacky adventure with his signature
humor—this is one dentist appointment you don’t want to miss. Something strange is happening in Alfie's town. Instead of shiny
coins from the Tooth Fairy, kids are waking up to dead slugs, live spiders, and other dreadfully icky things under their pillows. Who
would do something so horrific? Alfie is sure that Miss Root, the creepy new dentist in town, is behind it all. There's nothing Alfie
hates more than going to the dentist, but to solve this mystery, he may have to book a dreaded appointment….
When Dinah Hunter plays the latest computer game, The Octopus Dare, she forgets who she is and it is up to Lloyd, Harvey, and the rest of
S.P.L.A.T. to save her, the Prime Minister's brain, and the world from the Demon Headmaster's revenge
Brave-hearted young Polly attempts to stop mean old Mr. Gum from poisoning Jake, a huge dog adopted by the town of Lamonic Bibber that
keeps destroying Mr. Gum's garden, and thus provoking the angry fairy who lives there. Includes a glossary of such Engli
When the elephant came to town, Tad and Cissie went to the show like everyone else. Little did they know it would change their lives for
ever. Because of the elephant, Tad and Cissie get involved in a chase across America, by train, by flatboat, and steam boat. Close behind is
HannibalJackson, who is determined to have the elephant for himself. And how do you hide a large Indian elephant?* This book was the
winner of the Whitbread Children's Novel Award and the Smarties Prize. Gillian Cross has also won the Carnegie Medal and is a highlyacclaimed author.
The next brilliant instalment of the fully-illustrated Tom Gates series will have readers cracking up!
Something weird is happening at school. The children are too well behaved, almost like robots. What strange power does the eerie
headmaster hold over them . . . and can anyone resist? Or are Dinah, Lloyd and Harvey doomed to become part of the Demon Headmaster's
dark plan?This fantastic set of six Demon Headmaster books will delight fans old and new.
"Tom is not prepared for what is about to happen when he hears the grandfather clock strike thirteen. Outside the back door is a garden,
which everyone tells him does not exist."--Page 4 de la couverture.
Sally and her twin Ben have been looking forward to their school trip to Notley Castle for ages. There are dungeons, and weapons, and a
cannon to fire...But on the day, Ben is ill and has to stay in bed, so Sally promises to send him a text message every hour, to let him know
what's going on. When Sally's messages start sounding very strange indeed, Ben decides to get out of his sick bed and ride to the rescue. An
exciting, fast-moving story with a topical plot based on text messaging. At only 99p, this is the perfect introduction to the Demon Headmaster
books for a whole new generation of readers.

Jason Banks is a bully. No one likes him and even the teachers are scared of him! It's time that someone taught Jason a
lesson and he might just have met his match in the strange pumpkin that keeps appearing on his doorstep. Will Jason
ever learn the error of his ways? And can he crack the case of the dreaded Pumpkin of Doom? Hilarious and unusual
school based comedy with quirky illustrations by Sarah Horne
Everyone at school is trying to win the computer game, Octopus dare. Dinah is the only one good enough to beat the
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computer but she forgets who she is when she looks into the eyes of the octopus. 8 yrs+
Brother Aelred loved singing and looking after the pigs. But it was his secret weapon that stopped the Vikings getting the
treasure! Part of 'Collins Big Cat' series for ages 4-7, this title includes practical teaching notes.
It's amazing! The Hyperbrain is a super intelligent computer that works by accessing the human brain. In the wrong
hands, though, it could spell disaster. The new Controller at the Artificial Intelligence Unit seems horribly familiar but
Dinah and her friends know that the Demon Headmaster has been defeated. Hasn't he? Great fun and just a little bit
frightening, Gillian Cross's Demon Headmaster books still hold readers under their hypnotic spell. Fast-paced and full of
adventure, they're impossible to resist!
Popular with upper primary readers - good booktalk.
An engaging classroom playscript. A group of friends take a stand against the actions of their Headmaster, who wants to
take over the world. Strange things happen at Lloyd and Harvey Hunter's school. When their new foster sister Dinah
arrives she wants to find out why...but can she escape the Demon Headmaster? New, innovative activities specifically
tailored to support the KS3 Framework for Teaching English and help students to fulfil the Framework objectives.
Activities include work on Speaking and Listening, close text analysis, and the structure of playscripts, and act as a
springboard for personal writing
Everyone is good at something. But at Lizzie's school this has been taken to extremes. Her classmate Ethan, who
previously had no interest in sport, is now incredible at football; her brother's suddenly an expert in robotics; and Lizzie
has become really good at being bad. But when she tries to remember what awful thing she's just done, all she has is a
blank space in her mind. How come they've suddenly changed so much? And why can't they talk about it? It's as though
they have no power over their own actions. Could this be something to do with the mysterious new headmaster . . . ?
Surrender yourself to the new hypnotic spell of the Demon Headmaster, with new kids, a new school, and a new thrilling
scheme for world domination. Fast paced and action packed adventure, written by the award-winning Gillian Cross.
Resistance is not an option.
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